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Tariff regulation process 
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Tariff regulation process  

Method 
decision 

•Decision taken every 3-5 years 
•Determines the calculation method of the x-
factor 

•Determines some of the tariff corrections 

X-factor 
decision 

•Decision taken every 3-5 years 
•Directly implements the method decision 

Tariff 
decision 

•Decision taken every year  
•Allowed revenue based on 
x-factor decision 
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Method decision  & X-factor decision 2017-2021 

of 

RAB * WACC 

X-factor
Level of revenue in 2016 Level of revenue in 2021 

Expected costs 2016  Expected efficient costs 2021 

Operational costs 

Want to know more? See the summary of the regulation on the 
ACM website 
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RAB * WACC

Operational costs

Depreceation

https://www.acm.nl/en/publications/publication/17231/Incentive-regulation-of-the-gas-and-electricity-networks


Second changed X-factor decision 2017-2021 
Yearly allowed revenue excl. corrections & effect change 

X-factor decision 

Allowed revenue X-factor decision 25-02-2019 Effect of changing the X-factor 10-01-2020
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CBb judged that the appeal of the 
WACC was justified. Therefore 
ACM took a second changed X-
factor decision 2017-2021 

*Please note the y-axis doesn’t go to 0 
in this graph 
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Tariff decision process 
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Tariff decision process 
ACM+GTS prepare information
request for the tariff proposal 

 

GTS prepares tariff proposal 

GTS submits tariff proposal to 
ACM 

ACM evaluates the proposal 

ACM takes tariff decision 



Tariff decision 2021 
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Calculation steps 
1. Calculating the allowed revenue excl. corrections  
2. Determining the tariff corrections  
3. Calculating the allowed revenue incl. corrections  
4. Calculating the reference price before adjustments  
5. Calculating the reference price after adjustments  
6. Calculating the entry/exit tariffs 
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Step 1: calculating the allowed revenue excl. corrections (i) 

• The base revenue and the x-factor for each task follow from the 
method decision and the x-factor decision 
 

Base revenue x-factor 
Transport (TT) 828.255.592  4,76% 

Balancing (BT) 31.681.908  3,97% 

Existing connection (BAT) 45.096.691  5,20% 

Connection points (AT)  540.922  -3,36% 

Quality conversion (QC) 97.350.352  1,36% 
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Step 1: calculating the allowed revenue excl. corrections (ii) 

• The allowed revenue excl. corrections is determined by applying the 
x-factor and the inflation to the base revenue for each task 

• The inflation is 1,6% (CPI –index of february 2020) 
Allowed revenue excl. 

corrections 
Transport (TT)  698.039.751  

Balancing (BT)  27.810.393  
 

Existing connection (BAT)  37.149.295  

Connection points (AT)   682.423  
 

Quality conversion (QC)  97.530.783  
 

Allowed revenue excl. corrections  861.212.646  
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Step 2: Determining the tariff corrections (i) 
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Incidental corrections (second X-factor)

Remainder purchase costs energy KC
2020

Remainder purchase costs energy KC
2020

Administration imbalance

Purchase costs energy KC

Non-regular expansion investments

Auction receipts

Overbook and buyback scheme

Revenue regulation

Sum tariff 
corrections 

Positive tariff 
corrections 

Negative tariff 
corrections 
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Step 2: Determining the tariff corrections (ii) 
Changed X-factor decision: €31.086.479 

a) As mentioned before, the yearly allowed revenue before corrections increased 
b) This means that GTS was undercompensated for the years 2017-2020 
c) This correction is to compensate for this  
d) The gas act states that this should be corrected in the first following tariff decision 
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Step 2: Determining the tariff corrections (iii) 
Remainder purchase costs energy and administrative unbalance 2020 
• In 2020, the tariff corrections and implementation of NC-TAR led to a 

large average tariff increase (>10%).  To mitigate strong fluctuations, 
ACM decided to postpone 50% of these two corrections to 2021. 

 
• Energy costs correction: €10.514.122* 
• Administrative imbalance correction: €6.398.169*  

 
*This amount is 50% of the first mentioned amount corrected with three times the 4% tax interest.  
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Step 3: calculating the allowed revenue incl. corrections 

• The allowed revenue incl. corrections is determined by adding the 
tariff corrections to the allowed revenue excl. corrections 

Allowed revenue incl. 
corrections 

(in €) 

Allowed revenue excl. 
corrections 

(in €) 

Transport (TT) 722.978.211 
  

698.039.751 

Balancing (BT) 28.367.032 27.810.393 

Existing connection (BAT) - 37.149.295 

Connection points (AT) - 682.423 

Quality conversion (QC) 128.309.688 97.530.783 

Newly defined connection 
task (AT*) 

41.892.683 - 

Allowed revenue incl. 
corrections (AR) 

921.547.614 
  

861.212.646 
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Step 4: Calculating the reference price before adjustments 

2

Reference price before
adjustments 

1,461 EUR/kWh/h/y 

 Reference price before 
adjustments 

1,857 EUR/kWh/h/y 

Allowed revenue Entry: 
40%*€921.547.614= 

€ 368.619.046 

Forecasted contracte
capacity entry: 

252.323.972 kWh 

d 

Exit 

Allowed revenue Exit: 
60%*€921.547.614= 

€ 552.928.568 

Forecasted contracted
capacity exit: 

297.676.028 kWh 
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Step 5: Calculating the reference price after adjustments (i)  

• The reference price after adjustments is calculated as follows: 
 

Apply gas 
storage 
discount  

• Entry= 1,461* (1-60%) = 0,584 

• Exit= 1,857* (1-60%) = 0,743 

Determin
missed 
income 

e • Income after corrections 
• 0,584*126.807.499 + 1,461*(252.323.972-126.807.499) + 
0,743*43.824.220 + 1,857*(297.676.028-43.824.220) ≈ 761.554.402 1 

• 907.426.921 – 749.494.222 = 159.993.212 

Determine 
rescale 
factor 

Reference 
price after 
djustmentsa  

• Reference prices before adjustments * 1, 210 
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1 This result doesn’t exactly match this formula, because the formula contains 
rounded numbers, and the original calculations don’t.  



Step 5: Calculating the reference price after adjustments (ii) 
 
• The adjusted reference price is not rounded off 
 

Entry 
(EUR, kWh/h/y) 

Exit 
(EUR, kWh/h/y) 

Adjusted reference price non-storage points 1,768 2,248 

Adjusted reference price storage points 0,707 0,899 
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Step 6: Calculating the entry/exit tariffs (i) 

• In order to calculate the reserve prices, we apply the multipliers and 
seasonal factors 

• Multipliers: 
  
 

Product Multiplier 
Quarterly capacity product 1,25 

Monthly capacity product 1,5 

Daily capacity product 1,75 

Within-day-capacity product 1,75 
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Step 6: Calculating the entry/exit tariffs(ii) 

• Seasonal factors: 
Quarter Month Day & 

within day 

January 1,553 1,785 1,877 

February 1,553 1,667 1,753 

March 1,553 1,207 1,269 

April 0,712 0,859 0,903 

May 0,712 0,676 0,711 

June 0,712 0,6 0,631 

July 0,552 0,555 0,583 

August 0,552 0,528 0,555 

September 0,552 0,574 0,604 

October 1,183 0,745 0,784 

November 1,183 1,207 1,269 

December 1,183 1,595 1,677 
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Step 6: Calculating the entry/exit tariffs (iii) 

• For interconnection points the tariffs are the reserve prices for the auction  
 

• Example:  
- The tariff for a daily product for a non-gasstorage entry point in January:  
   1,768/365 * 1,75 * 1,877= 0,015909101 EUR/kWh/h/d 
 

• The reserve prices are calculated in 8 decimal places 
 

• For interruptible capacity, a 0.02% discount is applied 
 

• For wheeling, a 94% discount is applied 

26-5-2020 

All reserve prices can be found on our website 

1 This result doesn’t exactly match this formula, because the formula contains 
rounded numbers, and the original calculations don’t.  
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https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/2019-05/tarieven-gts-2020.xlsx


Deviations from the proposal 
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Deviations from the proposal 
• Inflation:  

- Proposal: 2% 
- Decision: 1,6% 
- CPI-Index of February was not known at the time of the proposal  

• Tax interest 
- Remains 4% 
- Tax authority temporarily lowered tax-interest to 0,01% due to corona.  
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Outlook to 2022  
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Outlook to 2022 
• New regulatory period 

 
• First rough indication of allowed revenue expected in june 

 
• Capacity expected to keep decreasing 
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Closure  
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Questions? 

More information? Look at our website: 
Tariff decision (in Dutch) 
Information document about tariffs (NC TAR) (in English) 
Informatiedocument over tarieven (NC TAR) (in Dutch) 
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https://www.acm.nl/nl/publicaties/tarievenbesluit-gts-2021
https://www.acm.nl/nl/publicaties/tarievenbesluit-gts-2021
https://www.acm.nl/nl/node/19392
https://www.acm.nl/nl/node/19392
https://www.acm.nl/nl/node/19392
https://www.acm.nl/nl/node/19392
https://www.acm.nl/nl/node/19392
https://www.acm.nl/nl/node/19392
https://www.acm.nl/nl/publicaties/informatiedocument-tarieven-nc-tar-voor-de-tarievenperiode-2021
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	Step 2: Determining the tariff corrections (iii) 
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	Remainder purchase costs energy and administrative unbalance 2020 •In 2020, the tariff corrections and implementation of NC-TAR led to a large average tariff increase (>10%).  To mitigate strong fluctuations, ACM decided to postpone 50% of these two corrections to 2021.  •Energy costs correction: €10.514.122* •Administrative imbalance correction: €6.398.169*   *This amount is 50% of the first mentioned amount corrected with three times the 4% tax interest.       
	Remainder purchase costs energy and administrative unbalance 2020 •In 2020, the tariff corrections and implementation of NC-TAR led to a large average tariff increase (>10%).  To mitigate strong fluctuations, ACM decided to postpone 50% of these two corrections to 2021.  •Energy costs correction: €10.514.122* •Administrative imbalance correction: €6.398.169*   *This amount is 50% of the first mentioned amount corrected with three times the 4% tax interest.       
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	Step 3: calculating the allowed revenue incl. corrections 
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	Step 3: calculating the allowed revenue incl. corrections 

	•The allowed revenue incl. corrections is determined by adding the tariff corrections to the allowed revenue excl. corrections 
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	Step 4: Calculating the reference price before adjustments  
	Step 4: Calculating the reference price before adjustments  
	Step 4: Calculating the reference price before adjustments  

	2Reference price before adjustments 1,461 EUR/kWh/h/y Reference price before adjustments 1,857 EUR/kWh/h/y Entry Allowed revenue Entry: 40%*€921.547.614= € 368.619.046 Forecasted contracted capacity entry: 252.323.972 kWh Exit Allowed revenue Exit: 60%*€921.547.614= € 552.928.568 Forecasted contracted capacity exit: 297.676.028 kWh 6-
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	Step 5: Calculating the reference price after adjustments (i)  
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	•The reference price after adjustments is calculated as follows:  
	•The reference price after adjustments is calculated as follows:  
	•The reference price after adjustments is calculated as follows:  
	•The reference price after adjustments is calculated as follows:  



	Apply gas storage discount  •Entry= 1,461* (1-60%) = 0,584 •Exit= 1,857* (1-60%) = 0,743 Determine missed income •Income after corrections •0,584*126.807.499 + 1,461*(252.323.972-126.807.499) + 0,743*43.824.220 + 1,857*(297.676.028-43.824.220) ≈ 761.554.402 1 •907.426.921 – 749.494.222 = 159.993.212 Determine rescale factor Reference price after adjustments •Reference prices before adjustments * 1, 210  this formula, because the formula contains l calculations don’t.  
	Apply gas storage discount  •Entry= 1,461* (1-60%) = 0,584 •Exit= 1,857* (1-60%) = 0,743 Determine missed income •Income after corrections •0,584*126.807.499 + 1,461*(252.323.972-126.807.499) + 0,743*43.824.220 + 1,857*(297.676.028-43.824.220) ≈ 761.554.402 1 •907.426.921 – 749.494.222 = 159.993.212 Determine rescale factor Reference price after adjustments •Reference prices before adjustments * 1, 210  this formula, because the formula contains l calculations don’t.  
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	Step 5: Calculating the reference price after adjustments (ii) 
	Step 5: Calculating the reference price after adjustments (ii) 
	 •The adjusted reference price is not rounded off 
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	Step 6: Calculating the entry/exit tariffs (i) 
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	•In order to calculate the reserve prices, we apply the multipliers and seasonal factors 
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	•In order to calculate the reserve prices, we apply the multipliers and seasonal factors 

	•Multipliers: 
	•Multipliers: 
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	Multiplier 
	Multiplier 
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	Step 6: Calculating the entry/exit tariffs(ii) 
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	•Seasonal factors: 
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	0,712 

	0,859 
	0,859 

	0,903 
	0,903 


	May 
	May 
	May 

	0,712 
	0,712 

	0,676 
	0,676 

	0,711 
	0,711 


	June 
	June 
	June 

	0,712 
	0,712 

	0,6 
	0,6 

	0,631 
	0,631 


	July 
	July 
	July 

	0,552 
	0,552 

	0,555 
	0,555 

	0,583 
	0,583 


	August 
	August 
	August 

	0,552 
	0,552 

	0,528 
	0,528 

	0,555 
	0,555 


	September 
	September 
	September 

	0,552 
	0,552 

	0,574 
	0,574 

	0,604 
	0,604 


	October 
	October 
	October 

	1,183 
	1,183 

	0,745 
	0,745 

	0,784 
	0,784 


	November 
	November 
	November 

	1,183 
	1,183 

	1,207 
	1,207 

	1,269 
	1,269 


	December 
	December 
	December 

	1,183 
	1,183 

	1,595 
	1,595 

	1,677 
	1,677 
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	Step 6: Calculating the entry/exit tariffs (iii) 
	Step 6: Calculating the entry/exit tariffs (iii) 
	•For interconnection points the tariffs are the reserve prices for the auction   
	•For interconnection points the tariffs are the reserve prices for the auction   
	•For interconnection points the tariffs are the reserve prices for the auction   
	•For interconnection points the tariffs are the reserve prices for the auction   

	•Example:  
	•Example:  

	-The tariff for a daily product for a non-gasstorage entry point in January:  
	-The tariff for a daily product for a non-gasstorage entry point in January:  
	-The tariff for a daily product for a non-gasstorage entry point in January:  



	   1,768/365 * 1,75 * 1,877= 0,015909101 EUR/kWh/h/d 
	 
	•The reserve prices are calculated in 8 decimal places  
	•The reserve prices are calculated in 8 decimal places  
	•The reserve prices are calculated in 8 decimal places  

	•For interruptible capacity, a 0.02% discount is applied  
	•For interruptible capacity, a 0.02% discount is applied  

	•For wheeling, a 94% discount is applied 
	•For wheeling, a 94% discount is applied 
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	All reserve prices can be found on 
	All reserve prices can be found on 


	1 This result doesn’t exactly match this formula, because the formula contains rounded numbers, and the original calculations don’t.  
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	Deviations from the proposal 
	Deviations from the proposal 
	•Inflation:  
	•Inflation:  
	•Inflation:  
	•Inflation:  

	-Proposal: 2% 
	-Proposal: 2% 
	-Proposal: 2% 

	-Decision: 1,6% 
	-Decision: 1,6% 

	-CPI-Index of February was not known at the time of the proposal  
	-CPI-Index of February was not known at the time of the proposal  


	•Tax interest 
	•Tax interest 

	-Remains 4% 
	-Remains 4% 
	-Remains 4% 

	-Tax authority temporarily lowered tax-interest to 0,01% due to corona.   
	-Tax authority temporarily lowered tax-interest to 0,01% due to corona.   
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	Outlook to 2022 
	Outlook to 2022 
	Outlook to 2022 

	•New regulatory period  
	•New regulatory period  
	•New regulatory period  
	•New regulatory period  

	•First rough indication of allowed revenue expected in june  
	•First rough indication of allowed revenue expected in june  

	•Capacity expected to keep decreasing 
	•Capacity expected to keep decreasing 
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	More information? Look at our website: 
	More information? Look at our website: 
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